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1 The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 
This Act was made law in the UK to ensure employers and employees observe health and safety 
measures whilst at work. Engineers work in an environment which can potentially be very 
dangerous. Only when dangers are recognised and appropriate measures can be taken to prevent 
and protect against personal accidental injury, ill health or damage to equipment.  

1.1  Duties and obligations under the Health and Safety at Work Act, 1974 

This Act applies to virtually all persons at work in any job. The law places the responsibility for safe 
working practices onto all of the following parties:- 
• Employers. 

• Persons concerned with premises. 

• Persons in control of harmful emissions. 

• Designers, manufacturers and suppliers of goods and materials. 

• Employees and self-employed. 

The Sections of Health and Safety at Work Act that are going to be covered are: 

Section 2 General duties of employers to their employees. 

Section 7  General duties of employees at work. 

1.2 Section 2: General duties of employers to their employees 

The Act states that 'It shall be the duty of every employer to ensure, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, the health, safety and welfare at work of all his employees'. 

This extends to: 

 Providing and maintaining safe plant and systems of work. All machinery and equipment 

should be in good working order and be safe. Protective clothing and appropriate safety 

equipment should be made available free of charge for employees to use. 

 

 Arranging the safe use, handling, storage and transport of articles and substances. Included in 

the transport are all cranes, trolleys and appropriate routes to be used. 

 

 Providing information, instruction, training and supervision to ensure the health and safety of 

all employees. This includes the provision of safety signs and warnings. 

 

 Maintaining a safe place of work including both access and exit routes. Buildings and 

workplaces must comply with the safety standards and correct emergency procedures 

implemented. 

 Providing and maintaining safe facilities and arrangements for employees' welfare at work. 

For example proper heating, lighting and adequate wash and cloakroom facilities. 
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In addition to the responsibility of the health and safety of his employees, the employer's duties under 

the Act apply to subcontractors, visitors and the general public whose health and safety may be 

affected by this activity (e.g. harmful emissions to the atmosphere or hazards in a reception area). 

There is also a requirement that every employer prepares a written health and safety policy for his 

employees. This policy should be kept up to date and revised as and when necessary. 

A safety representative may be appointed and/or elected from amongst the employees. The 

representative(s) shall represent the employees in consultation with the employers. The consultation 

between employers and employees should aim to make and maintain arrangements to promote 

measures to ensure health and safety at work and to check the effectiveness of these measures. 

A Health and Safety Committee should be set up if requested by the safety representatives, to review 

all measures taken to ensure health and safety at work and to check the effectiveness of the measures. 

1.3 Section 7: General duties of employees at work 

Employees are also bound by the requirements of the Health and Safety at Work Act. 

The rules relevant to employee’s state: 'It shall be the duty of every employee, whilst at work..." 

 to take reasonable care for the health and safety of himself and others who may be affected 

by his actions or omissions. 

 to co-operate with his employer so far as is necessary, to enable the employer to carry out his 

duties. 

This means that all employees must: 

• wear suitable protective clothing provided 

• use protective equipment and guards provided 

• maintain their work area in a tidy manner 

• behave sensibly 

• apply safe working practices 

• be familiar with emergency procedures 

• take notice of warning and information signs 

• co-operate with supervisors 

• report all accidents, dangers and incidents. 

Employees must not work on machinery without instruction and supervision, nor should they interfere 

with or misuse anything provided to protect the health, safety or welfare of themselves or others. 

The Health and Safety at Work Act also describes the duties of two bodies, the Health and Safety 

Commission and the Health and Safety Executive. 
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The Health and Safety Commission assists in the development of health and safety law and promotes 

health and safety through training, research and publicity.  

The Health and Safety Executive is concerned with enforcement of the laws. This enforcement is done 

through inspectors who are employed by local authorities. The inspectors have the power to inspect 

premises as and when they see fit: any breach of anyone's duties in health and safety laws may result 

in an improvement notice or a prohibition notice being served on the premises. In some cases criminal 

prosecutions follow. 

During your training, there must be a person appointed to supervise you and offer you advice and 

assistance.  

You should also be aware that there is a person appointed to look after safety issues, usually called 

the Safety Officer. However, for information on safety issues, you would normally refer to your 

supervisor in the first instance. Your organisation's Safety Officer or the qualified First Aider can be 

approached if you need specialist advice and/or assistance about health and safety or first-aid issues. 

There may be a company code of practice for additional rules in your workplace. If you follow the 

company code of practice and heed any warnings, you will significantly reduce your chances of being 

involved in an accident. Remember: you are required by law to comply with your company's 

organisational safety policies and procedures at all times whilst you are at work. 

 

 

2 Sources of information relating to regulations on safety procedures 

Information about health and safety is usually made available to employees by being published on 

notice boards and posters about the workshops. A health and safety poster must be displayed in places 

of work to inform employees about the framework of general health and safety duties, safety 

management and information about safety reps and the responsibilities of the person appointed to 

deal with health and safety issues. Information about the findings of safety surveys carried out in the 

workplace would normally be made available to employees through their safety representatives or 

information on notice boards. 

 

 

 

 

 

Complying with statutory regulations 
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The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 covers virtually everyone in all kinds of work. There is also 

legislation relating to specialist engineering processes or situations. 

If you require safety information about a specific task, it may be useful to refer to one or more of the 

following acts or regulations: 

• Grinding Metals Special Regulations 1925 & 1950. 

• The Factories Act 1961. 

• Power Press Regulations 1965 & 1972. 

• Abrasive Wheel Regulations 1970. 

• Eye Shield Regulations 1974. 

• Health and Safety (First Aid) Regulations 1981. 

• Electricity at Work Regulations 1989. 

• COSHH (Control of Substances Hazardous to Health) Regulations 1989 & 1994- 

• Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992. 

• Personal Protective Equipment Regulations 1992. 

• Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1992. 

• Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 1992. 

• First Aid Regulations 1992. 

 • Management of Health and Safety Regulations 1992. 

• Lifting and Operating Lifting Equipment Regulations 1999. 

The above list is far from complete as there are many more laws related to health and safety not listed 

here. 
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3 Warning signs and labels of these groups of dangerous substances 

The warning signs below are designed in accordance with the classification, packaging and labelling 

of dangerous substances regulations. The square orange box with a black symbol is attached to labels 

and packaging: it gives information about any hazards related to the contents. The signs are used to 

mark the main groups of hazardous substances. 
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3.1 Safety rules, signs and warnings 

Employers put up various signs in order to ensure that employees are aware of the dangers in work 

areas and of the precautions necessary to reduce risk. You will also find health and safety information 

stated on you operation sheets and you can always ask you supervisor if you are ever unsure.  

The five categories of sign described below are the recommended shape and colour to meet with the 

safety signs at work regulations. 
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4 Hazard control measures 

A hazard is something with the potential to cause harm. 

 Hazards may be associated with the following: 

• contaminants/irritants 

• dust/fumes 

• electricity 

• fire 

• materials handling 

• material transporting 

• moving parts 

• pressure storage 

• slippery surfaces 

• tools 

• toxic/volatile materials 

• uneven surfaces 

• unshielded processes 

• working at height. 

 • toxic/volatile materials 

• uneven surfaces 

• unshielded processes 

• working at height 

If you see a hazard, it should be eliminated, removed or isolated. Stop working when you become 

aware of a hazard and try to control it. This could be achieved by inform your supervisor, turn off 

power to machines, place warning cone by spillages, cordon off the area. The use of PPE is a last resort 

for hazard avoidance, so you should fit guards, use fume-extraction equipment or limit access to 

unauthorised personnel whenever possible. 

Having identified the hazards, you then have to decide how likely it is that harm will occur, ie the level 

of risk and what to do about it. 
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5 Risk  

A risk is the probability that a hazard will cause harm. 

Risk is a part of everyday life and you are not expected to eliminate all the possible risks. What you 

must do is make sure you know about the main risks and the things you need to do to manage them 

responsibly.  

Consider the various risks involved in the workshop due to bench fitting, turning on the lathe and 

milling on the vertical milling machine. These operations all carry a risk caused by cuts from 

swarf/sharp tools, risk of swarf/coolant in eyes, work or tools becoming loose from their holding 

devices, collision with machines/obstructions, slips and trips, back injury from attempting loads that 

are too heavy to be comfortably managed. These are just a few examples of risks which need to be 

managed to prevent damage and injury.  

It is very important that before carrying out operations that workshop procedures are firstly 

understood and then followed in regard to health and safety. Information is available in a number of 

sources provided by workshop posters/signs, operation sheets and verbal instructions from your 

supervisor. 

 

A risk can depend on a number of different factors, e.g. the risk of a person slipping on a wet floor 

depends on: 

• the amount of water on the floor 

• the smoothness of the floor's surface 

• the types of shoe sole the people have 

• the number of people walking over the area 

• the presence of any soap or chemical that make the slippery easier 

• the size of the area covered in water. 
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6 Risk assessment 
Risk assessment is a method of identifying the severity of risk in the workplace. Risk assessments must 

be carried out by employers by law. They help to eliminate accidents and the associated cost of 

accidents. Risk assessments highlight training needs and help prioritise the implementation of health 

and safety measures. 

One method of conducting a risk assessment is as follows: 

• Identify and list all the hazards you can find. 

• Identify who is at risk.  

This could be persons from the following work categories:- 

 Office staff  

 Visitors  

 Disabled  

 Members of public staff 

 Cleaners Operators Site  

 Maintenance personnel 

 Workers 

 etc. 

7 The control measures that can be used to eliminate/reduce the hazard 
Assessing probability of accident occurring due to the identified hazard (you can use a scale of 1-5 as 

shown). 

Scale: 1 = Very unlikely to happen, causing harm 
2 = Unlikely to happen, causing harm 
3 = Possible to happen, causing harm 
4 = Likely to happen, causing harm 
5 = Very likely to happen, causing harm 
 
Evaluate the severity of a possible injury (you can use the scale of 1-5 as shown). 
Scale: 1 = Minor injury 
2 = Major injury 
3 = Loss of limb 
4 = Death of an individual 
5 = Multiple deaths 
 
Evaluate the risk by multiplying the two ratings together to calculate the control measures which can 

be used to eliminate/reduce the hazard.  
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The formula below is used to calculate Risk. 

 A Risk = The probability of accident occurring rating x Severity rating 
 

The risk Rating:- 

1 - 4 = Risk Acceptable, no action required 
5 – 8 = Further control to be introduced 
9 –16 = Activity to cease unit further work precautions and risk control systems are introduced 
 

Following the risk-assessment process, you should 

• consider situations with the highest risk 'scores' and take measures to reduce the risk by any 

appropriate means 

• record all your findings on a risk-assessment document. 

• ensure risk assessments are reviewed regularly and revised if/when necessary. 

  

7.1 Examples of risk assessment 

Example 1. A slippery floor in a motorway service station would be rated as follows:    
Hazard:   a wet floor in a motorway service area 
Who is at risk:    members of the public  
Probability of accident: 4 (likely to happen, causing harm) 
Severity of accident:  2 (possible major injury) 
 

Risk assessment = Probability rating x Severity rating 

Risk  = (4 x 2) = 8 (out of a worst possible score of 25).  

Actions: 

Put up warning sign 
 
Mop and dry floor 
 
Return frequently to see if floor is dry 
 
Remove sign when hazard has gone. 
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Review notes: floor should be inspected to see if it is dry every 20 mins. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2 Control measures to minimise risks 

 

Guards 

The purpose of a guard is to protect. Guards may be designed to protect people, fragile work pieces 

or machine parts. There are many types of guard used in engineering today. Some of the purposes of 

guards are listed below. It must also be noted that guards have many methods of operation. Most 

guards are mechanical barriers and may be transparent. Some guards are electrical and operate either 

as 'magic eyes' to switch off a machine if an invisible beam is broken or as interlocks to prevent a 

machine from working until it is safe. 

Guards may be used to: 

• protect operators and other persons, who may be passing, from getting into contact with 

moving parts 

• prevent swarf and other particles flying out of machines and causing injuries 

• prevent objects coming into contact with items of machinery, which may be delicate or fragile 

• prevent unauthorised persons working machines 

• keep people or their limbs out of danger areas 

• prevent a machine damaging itself. 

 

 

8 Follow accident and emergency procedures 
 

Under the Health and Safety Regulations, workplaces must have First Aid provision. 

This includes a person who is trained as a First Aider and there must also be at least one adequately 
stocked first-aid box that is clearly labelled. Note that first-aid boxes are primarily for the use of the 
registered First Aiders. Most large companies and colleges have a first-aid treatment room. 
 
You should know who the First Aider is and where he/she can be found in an emergency.  
 
 First Aiders within UTC EEG Hall are:- 
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Grahm Tierney  
Stuart LePoidevin 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You should also know the location of the first-aid facilities. 
 

Location of the first-aid facilities within UTC are:- 

  First Aid Box – EEG Hall office  

  Eye wash station – EEG Hall entrance and at the sinks 

  Defibrillator – At reception 

Location of first-aid treatment room.is:- 

   Within the office at reception 

In the event of an accident, always get the First Aider to the scene of the incident as soon as 

possible. Where possible stay with the casualty and send someone to get the First Aider. If for any 

reason the First Aider is not available, dial 999 and ask for an ambulance. 

9 Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 

(RIDDOR) 
Following an accident a formal accident report must be made in the company's accident book. You 

should make sure that you are aware of the accident reporting and recording procedure for your 

workplace 

Dangerous occurrences and hazardous malfunctions must also be reported to the supervisor even 

when no-one was injured to prevent dangerous occurrences happing again in the future where 

somebody may get injured or killed. The report should be maintained in a book, a written log or a 

computer record. This enables measures to be taken to lessen the chances of similar accidents 

happening again.  

RIDDOR Regulations define what constitutes a major injury; a dangerous occurrence and a reportable 

disease.  

Some possible examples for engineering situations are listed below:- 

•  Major injury 

• Fractured bones (other than fingers, thumbs and toes). 
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• Dislocation of shoulder, hip, knee or spine. 

• Loss of sight or an eye injury. 

• Unconsciousness due to electric shock. 

• Any injury requiring admittance to hospital for more than 24 hours.  

 

Dangerous occurrences 

• Collapse, overturning or failure of load-bearing parts of lifts or load-bearing equipment. 

• Explosion, collapse or bursting of any closed vessel or pipework. 

• Failure of any freight container in any of its load-bearing parts. 

• Plant or equipment coming into contact with overhead power Hues. 

• Electrical short circuit or overload caused by fire or explosion. 

• Any unintentional explosion. 

• Any accidental release of a biological agent likely to cause severe human illness. 

• Stop buttons or clutches not working properly. 

• Collapse of scaffold over 5 metres high. 

9.1 Reportable diseases 

• Certain poisoning. 

• Skin diseases including dermatitis, skill cancer. 

• Lung diseases, occupational asthma, asbestosis. 

• Infections such as hepatitis, anthrax, tetanus. 

• Other conditions such as occupational cancer and hand-arm vibration syndrome.  
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10 Procedures for emergency situations and evacuation of premises 

The emergency evacuation procedure is not only for fires, it operates for many emergency 

situations. The procedure should be familiar to all personnel in the building and must be supported by 

information notices (in general you should close all doors and windows then leave the building by the 

shortest route, avoiding any flammable materials storage, assembling at a point where you will be 

registered as safely out of the building).  

If the alarm sounds you must switch off/isolate machinery, leave the workshop and calmly make your 

way to the assembly point.  

You must make yourself present so your tutor can account for your presence. 

There may also be maps showing the location of assembly points and how to get to them. Ideally the 

fire procedure should be practised at regular intervals. Get to know where the fire alarm buttons are 

sited, and remember what the evacuation alarm sounds like. 

10.1 Fire Action Plan 
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10.2 Use of basic firefighting equipment 

The priority of UTC students are to sound the alarm and leave by the nearest fire exit. However, 

firefighting equipment may be used by a trained person if the exit is blocked by the fire and there is 

no alternative exit available to reach the fire exit safely.  

If a fire is tackled when it is small there is less chance of it getting out of control. You can tackle a small 

fire with a portable fire extinguisher. Care must be taken to select and use the appropriate type of 

extinguisher for the type of fire, as it can be dangerous to use an inappropriate appliance, particularly 

if there is an electrical supply in the fire. 

When fighting a fire always ensure your escape route is clear. 

 

 

 For an outbreak of fire there must be the following three elements present: 

 

• Fuel - some material that burns. 

• Heat - the temperature at which fuels ignite. 

• Oxygen - present in the air. 

Fire extinguishers work by either preventing the oxygen from reaching the flames or by removing the 

heat from the fuel; some types of fire extinguishers work in both ways. The most common types of 

fire extinguishers only last for about 20-45 seconds so they must be used efficiently and with care for 

best results. Shown below are the most common types of extinguisher, together with the types of fire 

for which they are most effective. 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://blog.ivman.com/wp-content/FireExit.jpg&imgrefurl=http://blog.ivman.com/a-bakers-dozen-of-funny-signs/&h=315&w=420&tbnid=tq5P0e9AF9UA6M:&docid=Y0dkXr09atnR_M&ei=XjjfVYmnNMH_ULHykuAC&tbm=isch&ved=0CCIQMygDMANqFQoTCInOlY_VyccCFcE_FAodMbkELA
http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://fire-training.com.au/wp-content/gallery/fire-training/firetriangle.jpg&imgrefurl=http://fire-training.com.au/fire-training-and-fire-safety-in-the-workplace-video-8-9/&h=367&w=382&tbnid=AOZCoB0N_buj8M:&docid=gkNQraxXcaMOGM&ei=w6G_Vab-HqTX7Qb70LuQCQ&tbm=isch&ved=0CIYBEDMoXzBfahUKEwjm68WQtY3HAhWka9sKHXvoDpI
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10.3 Fire Extinguisher Types 

 

 

10.4 Fire 
Fire strikes in a variety of ways and we all must be aware of how to avoid danger to ourselves and our 

work-mates in the event of a fire. 

Some common causes of fire in industrial premises are: 

• Electrical faults. 

• Discarded cigarette ends. 

• Discarding of combustible materials such as oily rags 

 

• Items that are not disposed of in the correct bins. 

• Gas and electric welding. 

Common fire precaution measures are: 

• No smoking areas. 

• General tidiness. 

• Appropriate siting of litter bins and ash trays 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCL3U9tCSxMcCFQZcFAodFQIH9g&url=http://atozfire.com/fire-extinguishers/&ei=kFPcVb3MNoa4UZWEnLAP&psig=AFQjCNGMDaG0KTi8ewoXt04h9sfvdtXcJg&ust=1440589047885713
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10.5 Fire prevention 

The systems below reduce the spread of fire and enable fires to be tackled before getting out of 

control. 

• Fire alarm system. 

• Fire doors. 

• Fire extinguishers. 

• Water sprinklers. 

• Emergency exits. 

11 Dressing prepared for work activities 
Those who work on or near moving machinery should not wear lose or torn clothing - it could become 

entangled in moving parts and cause serious accident. Always remove ties, rings, neck chains and 

other jewellery and only wear clothing that fits correctly. 

Personal protective equipment (PPE) must be issued to - and used by - engineers when tasks cannot 

reasonably be made safe in other ways.  

Common types of PPE include the following:- 

11.1 Overalls 

Overalls are necessary when there are moving parts of machinery and the engineer needs to keep his 

loose clothing contained to prevent entanglement. Overalls also provide a means of keeping dirt and 

chemicals off engineer's clothes. As well as these safety uses, overalls can also provide identification 

and security when used as a type of uniform. 

                        

  

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCMzXt_STkscCFSNH2wodUDYHtw&url=http://www.clipartbest.com/clipart-RiGqxRBiL&ei=BB7CVczFNaOO7QbQ7Jy4Cw&bvm=bv.99261572,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNGvinRuoi8MtPwrttzCEsmRFJDcLg&ust=1438871378483088
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCICNvauUkscCFVJL2wodRBILSA&url=http://workingperson.com/key-clothing-984-41-men-s-navy-fr-westex-indura-contract-relaxed-fit-coverall.html&ei=eB7CVYDxEtKW7QbEpKzABA&bvm=bv.99261572,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNGX8R7IwZ-kOvKWE_IEhysrpHjxnA&ust=1438871515706741
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11.2 Safety Boots 
A pair of safety boots made to BS 1870 will have many safety features. The most noticeable feature is 

steel toecaps. These can protect the toes should a heavy object be dropped onto the foot. Other safety 

features found on some industrial footwear are listed below. 

• Steel toecap: toe protection against falling objects. 

• Chemical / oil resistant soles: for grip in oily and chemical environments. 

• Non-slip rubber sole: tread pattern improves grip on smooth surfaces. 

• Steel inner sole: Protects against penetration from underneath. 

• Ankle protection: helps to avoid injury to Achilles tendon. 

                                  

11.3 Safety glasses 

Various types and styles are available. BS 2092 lenses are suitable for protection against impact from 

flying debris in an engineering workshop. Safety glasses are to be worn at all times in workshops, 

whether you are operating a machine or not. 

                                

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCOyAtfzp6cYCFVEE2wodqhQCvw&url=http://www.jactone.com/wear-safety-boots.html&ei=VfmsVayCMNGI7AaqqYj4Cw&bvm=bv.98197061,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNGS7OPS1VsBzxsC-mnebiF2mUgssA&ust=1437485745330695
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCNmhndrq6cYCFYSO2wodt-cHfw&url=http://pinitgallery.com/photo/s/safety-boots-clipart/4/&ei=GvqsVdmsIISd7ga3z5_4Bw&bvm=bv.98197061,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNGj3W0AwxBGqzm_A-WDfbsmydD7Aw&ust=1437485858764729
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11.4 Safety helmet (hard hat) 

Wear a safety helmet when working: 

• below others in case they drop something 

• in places where the ceiling is low or uneven 

• when a sign directs you to do so. 

                                         

 

11.5 Hair caught in drilling machine 

  

11.6 Hats 

Hats should be worn by all when there is any risk of getting your hair tangled in a rotating tool or 

workpiece. It is important for your safety to tie your hair back with a band or wear an appropriate 

workshop hat. The picture shows what can happen if you get the top of your head too close to a 

rotating drill in a drilling machine. 

  

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0001/5660/products/black_hat_straight_large.png?v=1404156175&imgrefurl=http://shop.teslamotors.com/collections/hats/hat&h=320&w=480&tbnid=wuIUicBoPlApUM:&docid=m66QbqLNYevJ5M&ei=n3_AVcWjOYfT7Ablr7KwBg&tbm=isch&ved=0CBEQMygOMA44yAFqFQoTCIXvmNuIj8cCFYcp2wod5ZcMZg
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11.7 Ear defenders and earplugs  

Necessary for those working in areas where loud noise levels (80 decibels) exist.  

Ear defenders look like headphones and are used for high noise, earplugs are smaller, fit inside the 

ears and are used for lower noise. 

 

                       

11.8 Gloves 

Gloves are worn for hand protection.  

                                

The main types in common use are listed below:- 
Leather gloves - for sharp edges 
Leather gloves are tough and flexible, and should be used when handling filings that have sharp 
edges to protect hands against being cut. 
Thermal insulation gloves 
 Gloves offering thermal insulation are made of leather and lined with an insulation material. Asbestos 

was used for this insulation years ago, and is now known to be a very dangerous material, but these 

gloves are still sometimes wrongly called 'asbestos gloves'. 

Rubber gloves for chemical protection 

Rubber (Latex). Thin rubber (latex) gloves provide protection against the effects of a wide range of 

chemicals, e.g. salts, detergents and harmful oils. Never use these gloves unless you are sure they will 

protect you against the chemical you are exposed to. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=&url=http://www.philpalombi.com/2012/07/my-earplug-odyssey/&ei=0X_AVZvHOsOd7gaZ2rbgDA&bvm=bv.99261572,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNFQCHOb-vBgZDzL2JuVSnMmrCLxQQ&ust=1438765394318011
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11.9 Aprons 

Apron worn as protection from chemicals 

                                 

Rubber or polypropylene clothing provides protection against the effects of chemicals. 

Never use this equipment unless you are sure it will provide protection against the particular chemical 

you are exposed to. 

Overalls are necessary when loose clothing needs to be contained to prevent entanglement with 

moving parts of machinery.  

 

 

 

11.10 Dust mask 

                           

Dust masks should be used when working in a dusty environment. If the air in a work area cannot 

safely be filtered by fume and extraction equipment, an engineer should wear a dust mask to filter the 

air for his own protection. Remember that the filter only removes dust particles and not poisonous 

gases. 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.catersigns.co.uk/media/catalog/product/cache/1/image/9df78eab33525d08d6e5fb8d27136e95/c/s/cs149.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.catersigns.co.uk/wear-apron-in-this-area-kitchen-sign-ctcs149.html&h=759&w=500&tbnid=Crqp-gn_ilwh4M:&docid=txIIuiGI9SZqBM&ei=_0K_VZfkI4uMgwT4tJu4Bg&tbm=isch&ved=0CEcQMyggMCBqFQoTCNffweDajMcCFQvGgAodeNoGZw
http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.hygradesafety.com/protection/img_dust_masks/mouth_nose_DM1810.png&imgrefurl=http://www.hygradesafety.com/protection/dust_masks_mac.html&h=257&w=300&tbnid=T8flPPbFZMM5_M:&docid=KXCWeoWzDfM2SM&ei=bkS_VZTYB8aigwTb3IXYDg&tbm=isch&ved=0CEsQMygkMCRqFQoTCJTHpY_cjMcCFUbRgAodW24B6w
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11.11 Respirator 

                                      

If the air in a work area cannot safely be extracted and filtered by fume and extraction equipment, 

then a respirator is needed. Respirators are facemasks which draw a clean supply of air from 

elsewhere (note the air supply pipe in the drawing). Respirators must be worn when working in poison 

environments or where fumes and chemicals may leak, causing discomfort or illness. 

 

11.12 Other specialist protection 

There are other pieces of specialist protective clothing available for those working in hazardous 

environments. The items of protective equipment described above are the most common, but if you 

are at all concerned about working in an environment, always ask your supervisor or another 

responsible person about protective clothing. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.arco.co.uk/103/content/product/0168600d.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.arco.co.uk/products/168600&h=319&w=175&tbnid=5xlCUKJk01TVeM:&docid=BtLqAEvArbALoM&ei=dUa_VdD_Mov5-AG6_qCADw&tbm=isch&ved=0CFIQMyhPME84yAFqFQoTCJCOjofejMcCFYs8PgodOj8I8A
http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=https://keepasharpeyedotcom.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/hazmat-suit.jpg&imgrefurl=http://keepasharpeye.com/tag/focus-on-god/&h=1600&w=2400&tbnid=bguWK3EIGeqRwM:&docid=EL4RbU-J3NGTiM&ei=bj7gVan1GIWs7AagxLCQBA&tbm=isch&ved=0CEIQMygYMBhqFQoTCKnkgIXPy8cCFQUW2wodICIMQg
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11.13 Personal hygiene procedures 

Clean your overalls regularly to reduce the chances of contaminants or irritants like oils soaking 

through the material and becoming in constant contact with your skin. Oil on your skill can cause a 

skin disease called dermatitis. Dermatitis particularly affects sensitive skin so always wash your hands 

before using the toilet and before eating or handling food. 

 

                   

Food should never be brought into an engineering workshop. This is very important because many 

products in the workshop, particularly lubricants and oils, are harmful and if consumed can cause 

illness. 

 

11.14 Barrier cream 

 

You can minimise the chances of getting dermatitis on your hands by applying protective barrier hand 

cream; this hand cream should always be applied at the start of every work session. Following these 

procedures will reduce the risk of harm to yourself and others.  

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.memorystore.org.uk/_images/gadgetsPics/Wshng.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.memorystore.org.uk/gadgets/washing.html&h=181&w=480&tbnid=eWZqCzB1eoVYnM:&docid=rdRTvsjCJ74QFM&ei=okDgVbi_HYfR7QbWmp_oAw&tbm=isch&ved=0CE4QMyhLMEs4yAFqFQoTCLiY_ZHRy8cCFYdo2wodVs0HPQ
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCOnDjveKj8cCFbMI2wodA28A-A&url=http://www.amazon.co.uk/Medicated-Protection-Protects-Prevents-Dermatitis/dp/B003VV29MC&ei=84HAVan-FbOR7AaD3oHADw&psig=AFQjCNHT-HzgKMVQhxwnw86FLxH0sNuChg&ust=1438765803476038
http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.h-10.co.uk/assets/photo-main-hand-barrier-cream.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.h-10.co.uk/handbarriercream.html&h=180&w=150&tbnid=Z4t7Ntuc-LM-kM:&docid=rvNwN9yXYCFjcM&ei=QIHAVY2rAYiX7QawuL34AQ&tbm=isch&ved=0CEEQMygaMBpqFQoTCI3LzKGKj8cCFYhL2wodMFwPHw
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12 Behaviour in the working environment 

Your behaviour in an engineering workshop must be responsible and appropriate. 

This means that you must always follow these rules:- 

• Wear safety glasses at all times in the workshop. 

• Use protective clothing and equipment. 

• Know the emergency stop procedures. 

• Follow instructions carefully. 

• Be aware of what is going on around you. 

• Use appropriate guards on all machine tools. 

• Use correct lifting technique. 

• Observe all signs in work areas: they are there for your benefit. 

• Observe all company rules and restricted area notices. 

• Ask for help and advice when unsure about anything. 

• Follow all the rules laid down by your employer. 

You must never: 

• run in the workshop 

• smoke in unauthorised areas 

• operate a machine without authorisation 

• start a machine unless you have been shown how to work it properly 

• throw anything 

 • push persons or get involved in horseplay 

• remove a guard from a machine 

• distract others operating a machine by asking questions, shouting or making loud noises 

• play around with compressed air lines. 

It is important to develop safety awareness and be alert at all times. 
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13 Manual handling techniques 

Manual handling relates to the moving of items either by lifting, lowering, carrying, pushing or 

pulling. The weight of the item is an important factor, but many other factors can create a risk of 

injury, for example the number of times you have to pick up or carry an item, the distance you are 

carrying it, where you are picking it up from or putting it down (picking it up from the floor, putting it 

on a shelf above shoulder level) and any twisting, bending stretching or other awkward posture you 

may adopt while doing a task. 

 

13.1 Good handling technique for lifting 

There are some simple things to do before and during the lift/carry: 

 1) Assess the load  

2) Make sure the pathway from A to B is clear 

3) Keep your back straight and bend at the knees, take a grip (if too heavy abort the lift) 

4) Lift the object maintaining a straight back 

5) Move smoothly keeping the load close to body at waist height 

6) When putting the load down do it steadily bending the knees 

 

  

Think before lifting/handling. Plan the lift. Can handling aids be used? Where is the load going to be 

placed? Will help be needed with the load? Remove obstructions such as discarded wrapping 

materials. For a long lift, consider resting the load midway on a table or bench to change grip. 

Adopt a stable position. The feet should be apart with one leg slightly forward to maintain balance 

(alongside the load, if it is on the ground). Be prepared to move your feet during the lift to maintain 

your stability. Avoid tight clothing or unsuitable footwear, which may make this difficult. 

Get a good hold. Where possible, the load should be hugged as close as possible to the body. This may 

be better than gripping it tightly with hands only. 
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Start in a good posture. At the start of the lift, slight bending of the back, hips and knees is preferable 

to fully flexing the back (stooping) or fully flexing the hips and knees (squatting). 

Don’t flex the back any further while lifting. This can happen if the legs begin to straighten before 

starting to raise the load. 

Keep the load close to the waist. Keep the load close to the body for as long as possible while lifting. 

Keep the heaviest side of the load next to the body. If a close approach to the load is not possible, try 

to slide it towards the body before attempting to lift it. 

Avoid twisting the back or leaning sideways, especially while the back is bent. Shoulders should be 

kept level and facing in the same direction as the hips. Turning by moving the feet is better than 

twisting and lifting at the same time. 

Keep the head up when handling. Look ahead, not down at the load, once it has been held securely. 

Move smoothly. The load should not be jerked or snatched as this can make it harder to keep control 

and can increase the risk of injury. 

Don’t lift or handle more than can be easily managed. There is a difference between what people 

can lift and what they can safely lift. If in doubt, seek advice or get help. 

Put down, and then adjust. If precise positioning of the load is necessary, put it down first, and then 

slide it into the desired position.  

As a guide, do not attempt to lift more than 20 kg without assistance.  

Transporting loads with manual trolleys and hand carts 

Always ask for help with bulky or awkward loads and ensure that any load that is being transported 

does not obstruct your vision. If assistance is not available, use powered lifting equipment. Remember 

it is good practice to clear the area you are going to put the load on before it is picked up. 

 

13.2 Mechanical manual handling aids for transporting loads 

Trucks are frequently used for transporting heavy or bulky articles over smooth surfaces. A large 

variety of trolleys, trucks and carts are sold for use in factories. Some are shown below. When using 

them you should maintain the speed at a minimal level, taking particular care with corners and down 

lulls. The truck should be loaded with the biggest part of the weight lower down and away from the 

edge. Special training and licences are necessary before you can use a powered forklift truck: their use 

is not covered in this book. You should neither stand nor stack articles near routes used by forklift 

trucks.  
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Mechanical manual handling aids for transporting loads 

  

14 Housekeeping in the work area 

A tidy workshop is more likely to be a safe workshop. Always keep a lookout for mislaid things that 

people could trip over or slip on and tidy them up. It is your duty under the Health and Safety at Work 

Act. Spilt oil can be cleared up with a mop and then covered with sawdust. Gangways and exit routes 

in particular should be clear of obstacles at all times and must be reported immediately if exit routes 

are obstructed. 

Care when storing and stacking materials is essential or accidents can happen if the stack of materials 

is lightly knocked. If things are left sticking out of shelves, people passing by could be affected. 

Take care while laying electric power cords so that they do not become 'trip wires': it is correct to 
position a sign to inform others of such hazards and use a protective cover over the flexible cable. 
Apart from safety, general workshop tidiness is important because it makes it easy to find 
equipment. 

15 Storage of tools, equipment and materials  
Storage of tools, equipment and materials Engineering tools and equipment should always be used 

correctly to minimise accidents and to keep them in good working order.  

Engineering tools and equipment should always be used correctly to minimise accidents and to keep 

them in good working order. Tools and equipment should be replaced in their designated tools and 

cabinets for the next user. This is good housekeeping and will avoid problems with working 

relationships over lost or misplaced tooling. 

Engineering tools refer to hand tools, measuring tools and powered hand tools. Equipment includes 

all types of equipment used in the workshop from vices and benches to lifting tackle.  

Materials should be stored and transported carefully and in such a way as to minimise the risk of 

injury. 
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15.1 General rules for safe use of tools and equipment 

• Carefully select the correct tool for the job. 

• Never use any tools/equipment without full instruction or training. If you are not sure, ask 

your supervisor. 

• Check tools /equipment for any obvious faults, damage or excessive wear before use. Never 

use a faulty tool or equipment: report it to your supervisor. 

• Always follow set safety rules and procedures, e.g. files must be fitted with handles, guards 

used on machine tools, protective clothing worn when necessary. 

• For powered hand tools, use low-volt equipment with a transformer whenever possible: the 

lower voltage significantly reduces the severity of electric shocks. 

• Know the emergency stop procedures for all powered tools and machines. 

• Take care to lay power tool cords avoiding 'trip wires'. 

• Switch off the electrical supply after working electrical hand tools. 

• Never operate electrically powered hand tools with wet hands, near water or flammable 

liquids. 

• Treat all tools/equipment with respect and never use any tools or operate machinery if you 

are unwell or unfit to do so.  

15.2 General rules for storage of tools and equipment 

• All tools and equipment must be stored in a way that does not present a risk of injury to 

persons, e.g. sharp edges should be covered, and long items should not protrude from shelves. 

• After use, tools and equipment should be cleaned as instructed. 

• Tools and equipment should be tidily stored in a clean and dry place. 

• Tools and equipment should be stored in their specially allocated place to enable easy 

retrieval. If issued by the storeman, they should be returned to him. 

• Accurate measuring tools may be lightly oiled before being stored to prevent corrosion. 

 

 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.pokornydacice.cz/files/composite_images/image1/77-if-krab-meridla-01.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.pokornydacice.cz/?q=en/composite/id/15-small-boxes&h=600&w=800&tbnid=jYkqpzVoB8-UiM:&docid=PcAYPHl4KXV08M&ei=1ETgVYvyD6q27gaQ_o34CQ&tbm=isch&ved=0CF4QMyg3MDdqFQoTCIus_5HVy8cCFSqb2wodEH8Dnw
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15.3 General rules for handling and storage of materials 

• Always use correct lifting techniques. 

• Wear appropriate protective clothing to guard against possible injury. 

• Store materials away from gangways. 

• Flammable materials should be kept away from naked flames. 

Liquids should be moved only in sealed containers to avoid splashing. Gas cylinders must be in well-

ventilated areas and away from risk impact. 

Hot materials should be cooled in protected areas. 

Observe and obey any special instructions or safety signs. 

16 Disposal of waste materials 
Environmental concerns are ever more important in life today. All companies have two outputs: one 

that everyone wants - the product - and the other that no one wants - the waste materials. Most waste 

materials are a hazard in the workplace: they can be in the way, they might cause fire risk and use up 

valuable storage space. Metal swarf and off cuts have dangerous sharp edges. Always remove your 

waste before it gets in your way and take it to the correct collection point. While disposing of chemicals 

(e.g. oil or coolant) make sure you follow the guidelines set out in the manufacturer's COSHH leaflet. 

Local authority sites are for domestic household products only, and industrial waste must be disposed 

of separately and safely. Usually most companies use contractors to deal with their industrial waste. 

The contract companies may recycle the waste. If you are unsure about how to dispose of any waste 

material you must seek advice. 

Never mix chemicals together or put them into drains: this could be environmentally disastrous and 
your company will be charged under the rules of the Health and Safety at Work Act. 

17 Working safely in the workshop 

When working in the workshop, be mindful of the safe working practises in the workshop, to 

include wearing the correct PPE and following instruction from your supervisor. It is also very 

important to fill out machine safety check list before commencing work on any machines and be aware 

of people around you who are also carrying out work. 

You will be trained to carry out tasks in the workshop so that you can work to the best of your 

abilities and develop you skills safely. It is good to show initiative when learning new skills however 

you should only act on your own initiative if you have been shown/trained/instructed how to do 

something and know how to do it safely. If you are unsure about how to do something or use a 

machine, you must always seek help from your supervisor. 


